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Travis Duck In Time Synopsis

This comic book (set in a alternate universe where ducks are people) follows our main character "Travis" as he 
discovers he is "the chosen one" and posseses the ability to time travel using a mysterious new hover board he finds in a 
pawn shop. The old man who works in the pawn shop is a mystical man and tells teaches Travis all about his unique gift 
and explains to Travis that he has been chosen as part of an acient prophecy, to travel back and forth through time to 
stop crazy events from unfolding, events that would change the world as they know it. In issue one Travis starts with a 
more simple mission as he travels back to the 80s to an arcade only to find a monsterous arcade machine has come to 
life and is attacking everyone and everything. Travis plucks up the courage to outsmart and defeat the monster and is 
greeted with cheer and is labeled a hero. After Travis returns to his own time period He is later teleported to the wild 
western times leaving the comic book open for #2 which will be set in the wild west. 



Travis Duck In Time
script

page 1
Scene 1: shot of a Travis' house
scene 2: Travis is in bed and his mum calls "Travis, i need you to go to the grocery store for me"
scene 3: Travis sits up on his bed looking tired "ok mom" (ughh man I'm sleepy)
page 2: 
scene 4: Travis grabs his hover board at his door and calls out " i won't be long mom"
scene 5: Travis' mum pops her head around the corner of the kitchen door "ok honey be careful" 
scene 6: Travis is hover boarding down his street
scene 7: Travis suddenly stops his hover board outside of a pawn shop
page 3:
scene 8: a shot of Travis' face drooling
scene 9: in the pawn shop window is an awesome looking hover board
scene 10: Travis walks in to the store
page 4:
scene 11: a wise looking old man is stood behind the counter "can I help you my son?"
scene 12: Travis "ughh yeah, how much is that hover board?"
scene 13: the old man looks inquisitive at Travis "hmm"
scene 14: old man "I will trade for your hover board"
scene 15: travis looked surprised "oh...uhhh...yeah sure, thanks"
page 5: 
scene 16: the old man still looking at Travis as he leaves the shop (hmm, so he is the one)
scene 17: travis is riding home in excitement on his new hover board
scene 18: Travis bursts through his door but realises everything looks old and different "moom!?"
scene 19: a younger version of Travis' mum comes from one of the rooms looking scared "who are you? get out!"
page 6:
scene 20: Travis is standing outside his house as his door slams "but mom it's me!....your son!"
scene 21: Travis takes a moment to look around him and realises everything looks old and retro (what the duck is going 
on here?)
scene 22: Travis bursts through the door of the pawn shop
scene 23: old man "what is troubling you my son?"
scene 24: Travis looks annoyed "what's happening to me? how am I in the past?"
scene 25: old man "so the prophecy is true"
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